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Abstract—Three-dimensional global wavelets of aircraft 
noises around Tripoli international airport (Libya) are presented. 
The noises from the airplanes A300-600, A320, B737-800 and C-
130 are investigated. Remarkable response surfaces in terms of 
scales and spaces are observed for noise levels emitted by these 
planes compared with the scalograms. The noise peaks of A320 
and C-130 are of the lowest and highest powers respectively. The 
noise peaks of A300-600 and B737-800 are of comparable and 
intermediate powers. The noise contours of low level affects far 
away area from the runway and vice versa. The contours of 64dB 
and 69dB affect the same crosswise area to the runway. The 
contours of 60dB and 64dB affect the same parallel-wise area to 
the runway. The noises alongside the runway are more 
detrimental than crosswise. 

Keywords—3D wavelet analysis; details signals; 
approximations signals; aircraft noises ; Tripoli airport. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Adverse effects of noise on the general public are range 
from harmless to painful and physically damaging. Aircraft 
noise goes beyond disturbed sleeps and damaged eardrums and 
may cause hypertension, strokes, kidney diseases and 
dementia. Eight hours of exposure to sound at 90dB may cause 
ear damage and exposure of 140dB sound will cause acute pain 
and inner ear damage [1]. Many cases are usually heard at the 
courts as the penetration of noise souse grew. The response of 
communities of exposure to aircraft noise depends on the land, 
type of building construction, distance from the airport, 
ambient noise level, and community attitudes. 

Most noises are unsteady impulses or single events of long 
duration as for an aircraft flyover. Engine-rotating imbalance 
creates specific tones of their fundamental frequencies and 
harmonics. The relationship of percent highly annoyed to day 
night aircraft noise level (Ldn) is 0.036Ldn2-3.27Ldn+79 [2]. 
Since the appearance of commercial jet aircraft in 1958, 
allowable noise range of 30dB becomes a serious problem 
facing the aviation industry. Fan engine aircraft produces more 
noises than jet engine aircraft particularly at high bypass ratio. 
The dominant source noise during takeoff is the primary jet 
whereas on approach the domain source is machinery noise [3]. 
Lower intensity sonic booms generated by the most transport 
aircraft can cause a startle response. In general, fighter, larger 
and heavier aircrafts produce more noise than transport and  

lighter aircrafts. Marginal reduction in jet noise may be done 
by nozzle design such as corrugated or teeth types for noise 
reductions. Jet-flap interaction is another type of generated 
noise when the engine jet exhaust interacts with the flaps. Most 
old commercial aircraft such as Boing 727-737 and Tupolev tu-
154 is fitted with Hush kit to reduce noise from low-bypass 
turbofan engines [4]. B52 and Concorde planes are of 
tremendously high noises as high as 118dB [3]. 

 Wavelet analysis is capable of revealing trends, breakdown 
points, discontinuities in higher derivatives, and self-similarity 
that other signal analysis techniques miss. Wavelet analysis can 
also compress or de-noise a signal without appreciable 
degradation. Wavelets have already proven themselves within 
the signal processing field. A wavelet is an irregular and 
asymmetric waveform of effectively limited duration that has 
an average value of zero. Wavelets have scale and time aspects 
for featured local analysis. Scale makes much more sense than 
thinking in terms of frequency as for Fourier analysis. Wavelet 
analysis decomposes a signal into a hierarchical set of 
approximations and details over multi-level process. Wavelet 
analysis offers a harmonious compromise between 
decomposition and smoothing techniques. The methods of 
wavelet analysis have been developed mainly by Y. Meyer and 
his colleagues [5]. Research on wavelets has become 
worldwide and particularly active in the United States by 
Ingrid Daubechies, Ronald Coifman, and Victor Wickerhauser. 
Several useful families of wavelets are such as Haar, 
Daubechies, Biorthogonal, Coiflets, Symlets, Morlet, Meyer, 
Other Real Wavelets and Complex Wavelets [6].  

 Two-dimensional (2D) wavelet scalograms were produced 
to analysis aircraft noises of A300-600, A320, B737-800 and 
C-130 at Tripoli international airport during takeoffs and 
landings [7]. The maximum noise levels were identified using 
spectra lab software with calibrated microphone placed at 1.2m 
above the ground [7]. Tripoli international airport is situated at 
34km of the capital city Tripoli. The airport has 3.6km runway 
and controls 25 airlines for 3 million passengers a year. Fig. 1 
displays satellite picture of Tripoli airport. 20 sites were used to 
probe the aircraft noises around Tripoli airport’s runway. 
Obviously, a lot of houses are very close to the airport runway. 
Only some degree of noises spectra were obtained in terms of 
limited scale trends of energy coefficients. 
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Fig. 1. Satellite picture of Tripoli airport  

2D scalograms did not provide full insights on the noise 
energy coefficients [8]. The paper basically attributes those 
noises by viewing 3D response surfaces in terms of scale, 
space and energy coefficients for the planes A300-600 at 
86dB, A320 at 88dB, B737-800 at 90dB and Hercules C-130 
at 98dB. The wavelet pseudo built-in functions of the 
MATLAB were used to analysis noise nature of these aircraft 
in the form of 3D wavelet global spectra. Both A320 and C-
130 have been identified as the source of the lowest and 
highest noises being emitted around the Tripoli airport. 

II. MATHMATICAL MODEL 

Only a concise appearance of the methods is provided, for 
in-depth views refer to [9-14]. 

A. Neural Network 

 The neural networks have adjustable parameters that are 
updated till a satisfactory convergence seen for noise 
frequency (f) and amplitude (A). Fig. 2 represents the Gaussian 
radial basis function neural network (GRBFNN). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. GRBFNN diagram  

The RBF output can be computed by taking the weighted 
average of the output associated with each receptive field (wi). 
The Gaussian activation level of the ith receptive field units 
(hidden units) is used. The simultaneous linear equations for 
the unknown weight coefficients (Ci) can be shown in a matrix 
form as [11]: 
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where Ci is the output value associated with the ith receptive 
field. ui is the Gaussian centre vector, σi is variances, and Ri(X) 
is the ith RBFs. In order to speed up the learning process the 
mean least square error (MLSE) is used to find C by 
minimising the MLSE with respect to the weights [10].  

Sound intensity level (SIL) is given by: 
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where Iref is a reference sound intensity of 1×10-12 W/m2.  
The sound intensity of a wave is simply given by: 
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where Pavg is the power emitted by the source and D is the 
distance from the source. P is the pressure, ρ is the average 
density of the air, A is the maximum amplitude and c is the 
speed of sound. Equation of the cusp signal with a very quick 

local variation is represented by rtA =  with t close to 0 and 0 
< r < 1. The lower value of parameter r results in a sharper 
signal. 

B. Wavelet Technique 
Continuous wavelet transform (CWT) can be expressed 

[12] as: 

 dttpositionscaletspositionscaleC ),,()(),( ∫
∞
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 The sum over all time of the signal (S) multiplied by scaled, 
shifted wavelet function (ψ) gives 2D wavelet [13] as: 
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where the scale a is related to level j by 2j. The scale is in 
inversely related to the resolution since the resolution is 
defined as 1/a. The position b can be obtained by b = ka for 

Rkj ∈),( . Large scales are useful features of global analyses.  

The Gaussian wavelet function (ψ) may be written [14] 
as:  
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= πψ                (6) 

The Gaussian wavelet function is rippling to accurately 
analysis various levels of noises. It is expected that maximum 
noise power occurred at the frequency of about 1.58Hz which 
corresponds to the scale of 128.  

The wavelet transform can be used to analyze, or 
decompose signals. Wavelet analysis offers a harmonious 
compromise between decomposition and smoothing 
techniques. Wavelet analysis involves filtering and 
downsampling. The downsampling of the signal components 
introduces a distortion called aliasing. The wavelet transform 
computes the approximation coefficients vector (cA) and 
detail coefficients vector (cD). These vectors are obtained by 
convolving the original signal vector (S) with the low-pass 
filter (L) for approximation and with the high-pass filter and 
(H) for detail, followed by downsampling, as shown 
dramatically in Fig. 3. The continuous wavelet transform is a 
reversible transform. 

Wavelet analysis decomposes a signal into a hierarchical 
set of approximations and details. S is the sum of its 
approximation AJ and of its fine details. The general formula 
of signal decomposition can be shown as [15], [16]. 

∑
≤

+=
Jj

jJS DA                    (7) 

where AJ is approximation at level j and Dj is detail at level j. 
These extra coefficients are only used to ensure exact global 
reconstruction provided that ∑

>
=

Jj
jJ DA .  

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. Low- and high-pass decomposition filters. 

III.  DISCUSSIONS 

A. Noises Decompositios 

Spectra lab software with calibrated microphone was used 
to obtain the sound pressure levels (SIL) around 20 locations 
of the Tripoli airport [7]. Of particular interests were the 
planes A300-600, A320, B737-800 and C-130 during takeoff 
and landing. Eq. (2) was used to obtain the averaged sound 
intensity (Iavg) whereas Eq. (3) was used to predict averaged 
noise power (Pavg) and noises’ time scales (t). GRBFNN was 
used to predict noises in terms of amplitude (A) and frequency 
(f) based on normalized time-scale and averaged noise power 
(Pavg). The range of time scales was from 0.005msec to 
0.05msec. Normalized time which was time scale over full 
time scales was used due to the differences in the time scales 
for aircraft noises. These noises were used to train and validate 
the GRBFNN’s responses. GRBFNN was minimized using 
MLSE for the optimal coefficients (C) of Eq. (1) required for 
noises’ predictions. The maximum noise power of A300-600, 
A320, B737-800 and C-130 were at 86dB, 88dB, 90dB and 
98dB respectively.  

The predictions at the highest noise power of A300-600, 
A320, B737-800 and C-130 were used for wavelet analyses. 
Spectral information of a signal was obtained using 
continuous wavelet transform analysis shown in Eq. (7). 
Observable signals had been analyzed by the wavelet to detect 
the instant when the signals’ frequencies changed. Fig. 4 
produces two levels approximation and details of A300-600 
noise signal at 86dB. Fig. 5 depicts two levels approximation 
and details of A320 noise signal at 88dB. Fig. 6 shows two 
levels approximation and details of B737-800 noise signal at 
90dB. Fig. 7 shows two levels approximation and details of C-
130 noise signal at 98dB. The analysis reinforces the traits and 
makes all information more visible. 
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Fig. 4. Two levels approximation and details of A300-600 noise at 86dB. 
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As can be seen, the general shapes were captured by the 
approximations at level 2, but some interesting features are 
lost. The signal (S) is the sum of approximated signal at level 
2 (A2), detailed signal at level 2 (D2) and detailed signal at 
level 1 (D1). Sampling rate was 500-5000 samples/sec and 
samples were 25000. Obviously, noise from A320 had a small 
amplitudes and fluctuations whereas C-130 showed a large 
oscillation of noise features. A300-600 and A320 displayed 
comparable averaged noises although A300-600 had clear 
larger variations of noise pattern. B737-800 showed the 
second high averaged noises after C-130. However, B737-800 
and A300-600 had comparable variation patterns of noise. 
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Fig. 5. Two levels approximation and details of A320 noise signal at 88dB 
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Fig. 6. Two levels approximation and details of B737-800 noise at 90dB  
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Fig. 7. Two levels approximation and details of C-130 noise signal at 98dB 

B. Noise Response Surfaces 

 The noise power of A300-600, A320, B737-800 and C-130 
were represented by 3D global response surfaces of space (b), 
scale (a) and wavelet coefficients (signal amplitudes). 3D 
noise spectra were obtained using Eqs. (5) and (6) of 
continuous wavelet transform for comprehensive scale-space 
trends of energy coefficients.  

 Fig. 8 represents 3D response surface for wavelet 
coefficients of A300-600. Fig. 9 represents 3D response 
surface for wavelet coefficients of A320. Fig. 10 represents 
3D response surface for wavelet coefficient of B737-800. Fig. 
11 represents 3D response surface for wavelet coefficients of 
C-130. The scales of 0 to 150 and the space of 0 to 400 were 
used in four figures for consistent views. The numbers on the 
space and scale axis are just the number of samples in the 
computation. It shows good frequency resolution at high 
frequencies (low scales) which corresponds to a detailed 
information of a hidden pattern in the signal. The good 
frequency resolution means the poor scale resolution and vice 
versa. The large peaks correspond to the low frequency 
components in the signals. The space (translation) is strictly 
related to time of wavelet happened.  

 Obviously, different trends of noises’ spectra can be seen. 
Fig. 9 shows the lowest level of 3.305 emitted by the A320 
plane at a = 89 and b = 389. The peaks of noise levels of the 
A300-600 and B737-800 planes are very comparable. The 
peak of noise level of A300-600 is at 7.462, spaces of 68 and 
scales of 149. However, the peak of noise level of B737-800 is 
at 8.959, spaces of 86 and scales of 280. Fig 11 shows the 
highest noise level of 16.99 emitted by the C-130 plane at a = 
149 and b = 260. The scalogram wavelets showed the average 
powers of -4.14dB, 2.717dB, 6.534dB and 12.13dB were 
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assessed for A320, B737-800, A300-600 and C-130 
respectively [7]. The averaged powers were found by the 
integral of the power spectrum density over a frequency band 
of 100Hz.  

 2D scalogram wavelets showed noise amplitude 
discrepancies with 3D response surfaces of the four planes. 
However, there were almost agreements for the scales and 
spaces of the noise peaks. Clearly, 3D noise representations 
are global spectra in terms of combinations of scale and span 
variations. As a consequence, complex response surfaces of 
the plane noises were seen preventing the exact integral of 
noises (mean) being obtained. Thus, the maximum noise levels 
of the four planes were used to produce the overall noise 
power contours around Tripoli international airport runway. 

 

 
Fig. 8. 3D response surface for wavelet coefficient of A300-600 

 
Fig. 9. 3D response surface for wavelet coefficient of A320 

 

Fig. 10. 3D response surface for wavelet coefficient of B737-800 

 

Fig. 11. 3D response surface for wavelet coefficient of C-130 

C. Noise Contours 

 Noise power contours are produced around Tripoli 
international airport runway, as shown in Fig. 12. B52 and 
Concorde planes could emit extremely high noises in 
comparison to the C-130 plane on the order of 20-30dB. These 
aircraft did not use Tripoli airport owing to the unavailability 
of modern infrastructure. However, the other airport in Tripoli 

(Mitiga airport) which is used for navy and civilian flight 
could be worse from noise viewpoint since the surrounding 
areas are more crowded by residents and buildings than 
Tripoli airport. 

 The noise contours of 55dB affects far away area: 
crosswise runway of about 4.2km and parallel-wise runway of 
about 11.4km. The noise contours of 60dB affects middle-far 
area: crosswise runway of about 3km and parallel-wise 
runway of about 8.6km. The noise contours of 64dB affects 
near area: crosswise runway of about 1.5km and parallel-wise 
runway of about 8.2km. The noise contours of 69dB affects 
very nearby area: crosswise runway of about 1.1km and 
parallel-wise runway of about 5.7km. 

 Finally, the stair plots indicates that the noises’ contours of 
64dB and 69dB affect almost the same crosswise area to the 
airport runway. However, The noise contours of 60dB and 
64dB affect almost the same parallel-wise area to the runway. 
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Fig. 12. Noise power contours around Tripoli airport runway  
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IV.  CONCLUDING REMARKS 

� 3D wavelet response surfaces are produced to inspect 
aircrafts’ noises of A300-600, A320, B737-800 and C-
130 at the Tripoli international airport during the 
maximum takeoff and landing noises.  

� Global noise spectra are obtained in terms of combinations 
of scale and span variations. Good frequency resolution 
of a detailed hidden signal is obtained at high 
frequencies (low scales). The large peaks correspond to 
the low frequency signals. The space (translation) is 
strictly related to time of wavelet.  

� Different trends of noises’ spectra are seen. The lowest 
noise level is emitted by the A320 plane. The peaks of 
noise levels of the A300-600 and B737-800 planes are 
comparable and of intermediate powers. The highest 
noise level is emitted by the C-130 plane.  

� The noise contours of low power level affect far away area 
to the runway threshold and the noise contours of high 
power level affect very nearby area to the runway. The 
noises’ contours of 64dB and 69dB affect almost the 
same crosswise area to the airport runway. However, 
the noise contours of 60dB and 64dB affect almost the 
same parallel-wise area to the runway. 

� The noises alongside the runway are more detrimental than 
crosswise the flight path which confirms the attitudes of 
citizens around the Tripoli airport. 

� A noise abatement zones should be created at the residents’ 
area around the airfield to diverting aircrafts from 
flying over populated area. 

� Another important issue is due to a major maintenance at 
night-time. The middle aged and elderly people were 
more annoyed than younger people during engine runs 
which takes a lot of time for maintenance purposes 
troubleshooting.  

� Modern infrastructures including noise absorbing materials 
and ground suppressors have to be implemented at the 
new airport of Tripoli to reduce the high levels of 
noises.  

� A330, Fokker-28, Cesna 212 and the other aircraft which 
use the Tripoli airport should be considered due to the 
high noises emissions. The other airport in Tripoli 
(Mitiga) has to be also investigated till the Tripoli 
airport refurbished.  
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